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Key messages

- Wildlife farming generates significant earnings for many households in many provinces, and creates employment opportunities for the rural workforce.
- The fact that many households in many provinces depend on wildlife farming as their main source of income also creates major challenges for wildlife conservation and management.
- Diversifying and developing sustainable local livelihoods and economic growth are essential for local well-being and for effective wildlife conservation and management. Developing a holistic approach is essential for addressing illegal wildlife trading and ensuring sustainable legal wildlife farming.
- Although research and efforts to document and analyze the economic value of wildlife farming and trading have increased, available data are often outdated and based on small sample sizes from limited numbers of study sites. A well-functioning, transparent and accountable monitoring and evaluation system together with financial support for research on legal and illegal wildlife trading, especially in the context of Covid-19, are essential for effective wildlife conservation in Vietnam.

Background

Although the illegal wildlife trade is recognized as a global problem, addressing it is hindered by the huge profits it generates. In 2000, trading in wild animals was estimated to be worth more than USD 8 billion worldwide, second only to illegal drug trafficking (Van and Daan 2016). In recent years, this figure has grown to more than USD 20 billion (Broad et al. 2003; Brack 2004; Ferrier 2009; Barber-Meyer 2010; Wilson-Wilde 2010). The European Union and Japan are the largest importers of wildlife from Malaysia, Vietnam, Indonesia and China (Nijman 2010).

Vietnam opened up to international integration in the early 21st century, thereby making trade in global markets more convenient. Since then, wildlife trade activities have developed significantly in Vietnam (Nguyen et al. 2008). Vietnam’s wildlife trade expansion and growth are apparent from the increase in the number of CITES permits from 594 in 1999 to 2,367 in 2016, and the addition of new wildlife farms since 1980. Although numerous studies have demonstrated the expansion and growth of both legal and illegal wildlife markets, few studies have documented and analyzed the economic importance of these activities in Vietnam. To address this knowledge gap, based on a literature study, this report reviews available data on the financial contributions of the wildlife trade at national, local and household levels, and discusses opportunities for and challenges to managing the trade in Vietnam.

Overview of the wildlife trade in Vietnam

According to CITES (2017), the provinces of Bac Lieu, Nghe An and Dong Nai have the most breeding facilities in the country, with 2,211, 2,130 and 956 locations respectively. The provinces breeding the highest numbers of wildlife species are Ho Chi Minh City (171), Binh Duong (84) and
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Nghe An (73), mainly for sightseeing and tourism purposes (People and Nature Reconciliation 2020). Wildlife farms are generally commercial enterprises, with common species including leopards, snakes, crocodiles, geckos (lizards), rodents, primates, civets, wild boar, deer and softshell turtles. Approximately 44% of all species currently traded in markets are listed in CITES (FAO 2015).

Reptiles such as the crocodiles and pythons are easy to keep in captivity, with a total of 716,892 bred in 2013 (FAO 2015). Meanwhile, mammals such as tigers, wildcat and bears can also reproduce in captivity, but detailed information on numbers of individuals born is difficult to obtain (Nguyen et al. 2008). Farms sell to domestic urban bushmeat restaurants serving wealthy families across the country and also supply to international markets (Roberton and Tran 2003). Vietnam’s major market in the region is China, with 25 border markets connected by road to the largest commercial ports (Zhang et al. 2008).

The estimated total volume of wildlife and wildlife meat consumed in and exported from Vietnam is around 3,050 tons per year, around half of which is consumed domestically (Nguyen 2003). The wildlife meat trade accounts for 80% of the total and is concentrated in large cities such as Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City (Nguyen 2003). The illegal wildlife trade is thought to generate approximately USD 5.3 million annually, which is eight times larger than amounts currently spent on surveillance by the Forest Protection Department (FPD) and other agencies, and state budget allocation for wildlife conservation (TRAFFIC 2014).

Annual revenues and profits from illegal wildlife trading in Vietnam are estimated to be USD 66.5 million and USD 21 million, respectively. For the whole country, total estimated profit is 31 times higher than expenditure (USD 634,000–700,000); more than three times the total budget for FPD staff (around USD 6.5 million); and four times the amount collected in fines (USD 5.5 million) per year (Nguyen 2003). Estimated total annual revenue from illegal trade (USD 66.5 million) is 12 times the total annual revenue from legal trade (USD 5.2 million). According to estimates, only 3.1% of the total value of the illegal wildlife trade is recouped through confiscation (Nguyen 2003). The illegal wildlife trade in Vietnam generated over USD 43 million in revenues and profits in 2014 (TRAFFIC 2014).

Figures 1 and 2 show the market values of Vietnam’s animal exports and imports. Although no specific records or statistics exist on what percentages of total values can be attributed to wildlife imports and exports, many scholars believe the patterns presented in these figures are similar for the wildlife trade.

TRAFFIC (2014) reported that wildlife farms employ substantial numbers of farm laborers in Cao Bang, Ha

**Contribution of the wildlife trade to the national economy**

**Contributions of wildlife to provincial economies**

TRAFFIC (2014) reported that wildlife farms employ substantial numbers of farm laborers in Cao Bang, Ha
Giang, Lai Chau, Nghe An, Quang Binh, Kon Tum and Gia Lai provinces. Incomes from wild animal breeding enterprises are higher than those generated from poultry farming or crop cultivation. The working hours devoted to wildlife farming are much lower than those devoted to agricultural activities (Figures 3, 4 and 5).

Crocodile breeding, for example, brought in 15 times more income than rice farming in An Giang and Ca Mau provinces in 2003, whereas rice farming requires twice as many working days as crocodile breeding (Figure 5). Many studies of wildlife farming households in the Red River and North Central regions drew similar conclusions. In the

Figure 2. Economic value of Vietnam’s animal and animal skin product imports in the 2015–2019 period
Source: World Integrated Trade Solution (WITS) 2021

Figure 3. Net income and working days for some farming models in Hai Duong, Ha Tay, Bac Giang and Vinh Phuc provinces in 2003
Source: Do et al. 2003
Red River region, for example, income from snake farming is five times higher than income from growing rice and other crops. In addition, earnings from deer breeding and antler production were 5–10 times higher than those from chicken and pig farming (Nguyen et al. 2008).

According to the Vinh Phuc Provincial Forest Protection Department (2006), revenue from commercial wildlife products in Vinh Son commune in 2006 was approximately USD 465,000 increasing at a rate of 20% annually. This rate increase is 20 times higher than for growing crops such as rice. According to agriculture statistics in Quynh Luu district, 3,380–15,000 deer were being reared in the area in 2016, at an annual value of approximately USD 696,900–1,306,689. (Nghe An newspaper 2016; Department of Science and Technology of Nghe An province 2017)

**Contributions of wild animals to household economies**

Currently, there are 25 million forest-dependent people in Vietnam (World Bank 2005). Wildlife farming activities and their associated services have contributed to solving high unemployment rates in some regions and increased incomes for many households in rural areas. Snake farming,
for example, provides an average income of USD 93 a month for each working resident, thereby improving quality of life and helping alleviate poverty in the locality (Nguyen et al. 2008). Further, in some provinces, average per capita incomes from wildlife farming after deducting material costs, taxes and depreciation, and excluding labor, range from USD 87 to USD 168 a month, depending on type, and account for 35%–37% of total average household incomes (Nguyen et al. 2008). Wildlife farming is also highly profitable (Figure 6).

Discussion and conclusion

This policy brief indicates that wildlife farming provides significant economic value to many localities and households, and creates employment opportunities for working people in rural areas. While many conservation organizations expect wildlife farm closures in Vietnam (Eurogroup for Animals 2020; People and Nature Reconciliation 2020), the value of benefits brought from such farms could pose a major obstacle and challenge to implementing this expectation. Creating and diversifying livelihoods for people and ensuring conservation activities do not negatively affect their lives are factors that require careful consideration. This report shows that illegal wildlife trade activities bring in much higher revenues and profits than legal activities from wildlife farming. Consequently, illegal and legal wildlife trade activities should both be addressed simultaneously.

Research and efforts to document and analyze the economic value of wildlife farming and trading have increased, but available data are often outdated and based on small sample sizes from limited numbers of study sites. With Vietnam’s commitment to CITES, it is essential to establish an effective monitoring and surveillance system and ensure financial support for research on both the legal and illegal wildlife trade in Vietnam. The Covid-19 pandemic has affected economic activities, including wildlife farming, and changes in stakeholder perceptions and attitudes will also affect trade in this area. Recording and analyzing these changes are essential for effective implementation of wildlife conservation policy in Vietnam.
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